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Hobo Week by the numbers
UPD, BPD proactively monitor ‘extracurricular’ activites
Each year, the University Police Department and the Brookings Police Department recruit extra officers to handle
an influx of visitors to Brookings during Hobo Week. These numbers reflect charges and offenses reported between
Monday, Oct. 17 and Sunday, Oct. 23. This is not a cumulative graphic of the week’s illegal activities.

UNDERAGE
CONSUMPTION
CHARGES

University Police Department

UPD REPORTED
CRIME STATISTICS

Brookings Police Department

BPD REPORTED

BROOKINGS, SD

City Population: 22,943
University Population: 12,589

FIVE CHARGES FOR

COMMON NUISANCE

CRIME STATISTICS

47 TRAFFIC TICKETS
44 AMBULANCE
CALLS

FLEEING AN OFFICER OR
LAW ENFORCEMENT
(FOUR CHARGES)

3 charges of
Disturbing the Peace (1ST OFFENSE)

FALSE CALLBOX ALARM
THREE CHARGES

SEVEN DUI
CHARGES

ONE LITTERING CHARGE

TWO

DUI
(CHARGES)

ONE CHARGE

SIX CHARGES FOR

FALSE
DRIVER’S
LICENSE

COMMON NUISANCE
ONE CHARGE
OF EXHIBITION
DRIVING

ONE CHARGE OF
DEFECATING IN PUBLIC

TWO CHARGES
OF PUBLIC
URINATION

59

UNDERAGE
CONSUMPTION
CHARGES

ONE
POSSESSION
OF MARIJUANA

THREE
POSSESSION
OF MARIJUANA

ONE ALTERED OR
FICTITIOUS LICENSE
CHARGE

63
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Tales of ghosts continue
throughout SDSU history

South Dakota voting climate:

TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor

PAT BOWDEN
Reporter

have seen are theatre students.”

Moans, groans, creaks and squeaks are
just a few sounds an old building might
make.
With the Halloween season right
around the corner, a regular bump in the
night can seem scarier than any other
time of year.
South Dakota State University is 135
years old and many buildings still stand
from early in the school’s history. With
any old building, stories of ghosts are not
far behind.

Lincoln Music Hall
It is said that around Nov. 24 each year,
weird things start to happen in Lincoln
Music Hall.
Chairs and boxes will move across
the room and lights will flicker.
There have been rumors of a figure
in a black trench coat roaming the halls
of the basement, according to a 2011
Collegian article.
Amanda Roehl, program assistant
at Lincoln Music Hall, is skeptical about
the mysterious figure as she has not experienced it herself.
“I have heard stories, but nothing
has happened to me personally, though
I haven’t been here as long,” Roehl said.
“I have heard students talk about there
being a presence in the performance
hall.”
The mysterious figure might be a
professor who once worked in Lincoln
Music Hall.
William H. Powers was a professor of literature and head librarian from
1927 until his death nine years later. On
Nov. 24, 1936, Powers passed away at
his desk due to a heart attack, according
to a Collegian article in 2006.
But it has still not been confirmed
if Powers is the mysterious figure in the
black trench coat.

Doner Auditorium
The story of George, a ghost who lives
in Doner Auditorium, has been passed
along generations of the Theatre Department.
Legend has it that George was a janitor who fell to his death from an alcove
holding an organ in Doner Auditorium
in 1919. In the years following his death,
the organ played at random times during
the day by itself until it was dismantled,
according to the Haunted Places website.
Ashley Bietz, senior theatre major,
claimed she has seen George and caught
him on film.
“I absolutely believe that George
is real, I have been here late at night
working with the light equipment and
things started falling from the balcony. It sounded like people were throwWest Hall
ing wrenches, but no one was there,” BiBuilt in 1907, West Hall was used as the
etz said.
Brookings Hospital and morgue until
In the 1970s, George harassed the
1964. Later on it was repurposed, and it
Theatre Department costume crew. They served as a residence hall until 1969.
were then moved downThere is no informastairs and were harassed
tion of there being a ghost
far less, according to a
in West Hall, but there have
Collegian article in 2002.
been mentions of feeling like
But there are mixed
you’re being watched, acopinions about George’s I have heard
cording to a Collegian article
existence.
in 2011.
Professor and Direc- students talk
Jill VanDamme, retentor of Theatre J.D. Acktion adviser for the Univerabout there being
man isn’t quite convinced
sity College, doesn’t feel any
a presence in the
George is real.
creepiness in the building,
but she said her children do.
“I have spent a lot of performance hall.
VanDamme said her oldtime in here since about
Amanda Roehl
est daughter will not en1975, and I have nevProgram Assistant
ter the building because she
er seen George,” Ackman
believes that West Hall is
said.
haunted.
Yet Ackman also isn’t totally con“My children know it was an old
vinced that George isn’t real. He achospital and when it is dark out they are
knowledges the possibility of the ghost
sure it is haunted and prefer not to go in
existing in Doner Auditorium.
“Maybe George just likes me and that it,” VanDamme said. “They were with
me one time and they thought that they
is why he doesn’t bother me,” Ackman
heard footsteps in the hall.”
said. “The only really weird thing that I

“

MIX OF HIGHS AND LOWS
There are less than two weeks until the
presidential election on Nov. 8.
The window closed Monday, Oct. 24 for
people to register to vote for the election in
South Dakota. As that passed, South Dakota Secretary of State Shantel Krebs said absentee ballots were on an all-time high trajectory.
As of Oct. 19, there were 40,000 requested absentee ballots. To compare, the
2014 midterm election had 55,000 total absentee ballots cast. Krebs expects the
current 40,000 requests to increase well
beyond 55,000.

“

I’m 18 so it’s my first time voting.
So I feel like I have to, and I feel like
it’s something I need to do as an
American.

Ally Leckband
Freshman

In terms of Millennial registration,
however, South Dakota has been relatively stagnant. Since the 2014 midterm election, there has been a voter registration increase in 18- to 30-year-olds from 104,000
to 105,000.
Some SDSU students believe that there
is a lack of voting knowledge on campus,
which leads to lower registration numbers.
“SDSU just seems like a lot of people don’t know how to vote and most of
the people I know aren’t registered,” said

Cayleigh Falink-Robinson, freshman apparel merchandising major. “And some other people aren’t going to vote because of the
choices.”
Being registered, though, is only the
first part of voting. Voter turnout rates for
Millennials in South Dakota are below the
national average, according to Krebs, at 36
percent.
For 18 to 30 year olds, the national average voter turnout is 46 percent. Bordering
states North Dakota, Minnesota and Iowa
have a registration rate for 18- to 30-yearolds of 57 percent.
Some Millennial students believe it is
their duty to vote in upcoming elections.
“I’m 18 so it’s my first time voting. So I
feel like I have to, and I feel like it’s something I need to do as an American,” said
Ally Leckband, freshman food science major. “Get out there and vote.”
Leckband is from Iowa and plans on
driving home to vote in the election.
As a whole, Krebs said South Dakota
typically ranks in the top 10 states for voter
turnouts between 60 and 70 percent.
“Almost two out of every three citizens
are registered, and we have high turnout,”
Krebs said. “We’re pretty consistent across
the board and it always spikes in a presidential year.”
The 18- to 30-year-old age demographic remains a lowlight for South Dakota voting data because “we’re lagging in that area
nationally and really lagging regionally,”
Krebs said.

Continued to A2

Absentee Voting

50,000

total absentee ballots

2014

40,000

absentee ballots and climbing as of
mid-October

2016

Absentee ballots are on a trajectory to hit an all time high. In the 2014 midterm election,
there were 50,000 total absentee ballots submitted. As of October 19, 2016, 40,000
absentee ballots have been sent out per request.
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WORK STUDY POSITION: Newspaper
carrier wanted. Work
approximately 4 hours on
Wednesdays delivering
The Collegian to more
than 100 on and off campus sites beginning after
2:00 p.m. until the delivery route is completed.
Must have valid driver’s
license. Vehicle will be
provided. Route will be
shared between two people. Must be able to lift 10
pounds. Pay is $10/hour.
WORK STUDY POSITION: M&S Business
Cleaning. Hours from
approx. 5 to 9 p.m., 1 to 5
days per week available.
For more information call
(605) 690-1554.

Follow us on Twitter!

@sdsucollegian

Greek Village plans to expand closer to campus
PATRICK BOWDEN
Reporter

Greek life at SDSU is looking to size up.
The community is experiencing growing
pains with its current space: they need more
space to expand housing opportunities for
its chapters.
The SDSU Greek community expects to
see a growth in membership within the next
few years. In response to this, members hope
to expand their Greek Village along 20th
Street.
The expansion will develop near the
the intersection of Jackrabbit Avenue and
Eighth Street, just south of the big east lot.
One-story family living spaces are currently
where the unofficial expansion is planned.
About one year ago, a previous development plan to expand 20th Street north into
a cul-de-sac was canceled. This plan would
have expanded 20th Street into McCrory Garden’s tree arboretum, an educational
garden of trees.
Multiple voices, including arboretum designer and former SDSU instructor Norm
Evers, were against this expansion direction
and advocated for the preservation of the arboretum.
“The decision to not do that [first expansion plan] was relative to wanting to maintain McCrory and make sure it was protected in one integral unit,” said Doug Wermedal associate vice president of student affairs.
The new expansion plan will not break
up any gardens.
According to President Barry Dunn,
these living spaces are “not very nice facilities” and there is a higher demand for more
family living spaces on campus. Because

of this, university officials plan on upgrading these facilities to larger, denser apartment-like living spaces.
Greek Life has doubled its membership
within the past five years, according to Alan
Haarstad, Greek Life adviser.
One sorority, Alpha Xi Delta, has “almost
tripled” its membership since 2013, said
Emily Pederson, Alpha Xi Delta president.
These numbers are evidence of not only a
want, but a need, for a Greek Village expansion, Pederson said.
Expanding and creating a greater location continuity creates a “visible representation of community and the lifelong membership of being in a fraternity [or sorority],”
Haarstad said.
Despite Haarstad’s wish for continuity
in the Greek Village, the new expansion will
break up the Greek Village into the original
street and the new land plots. Private land
with retail stores and restaurants, such as
Buffalo Wild Wings, separates the two. University officials do not have any plans or proposals to buyout the section of land between
the two Greek Village rows.
The expansion does not have a guaranteed timeframe to be completed.
Andrew Puetz, president of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, believes a larger Greek Village will
improve their image and bring community
benefits to the table.
“Traditionally, when I go to larger institutions with larger and more established
Greek programs, a larger Greek community can really be unifying,” Puetz said. “I think
visual aid of seeing houses is always a great
selling point of wanting to join an organization like this … it helps bridging the gap to
how people think of fraternities and actually

the ELECTION

>> ABSENTEE
Continued from A1
In order to address this statistic, Krebs is implementing programs such as the Value the
Vote tour and the Vote605 app.
The Value to Vote tour focuses on informing and encouraging high school and college
students to become registered
voters and politically active.
The Vote605 app allows voters to look and request sample
ballots as well as contact their
county auditor.
Along with this nationally
low statistic, South Dakota has
62,627 citizens who are eligible
to vote but aren’t registered.
Krebs believes this is because of a generational disinterest in politics that stems
from social media.
“I think [politics in] social
media touches you everyday
and gets overwhelming and you
can’t get away from it,” Krebs
said. “But your vote impacts
who you send to Washington or
Pierre or your mayor’s office.”
On the other side, Brookings Mayor Tim Reed said social media has positively impacted his public relations with
the community. Reed sees an
increase in local Brookings politics, which he believes is a fundamental way to become more
engaged in all levels of politics.
“At the local level, our voter
turnout for local elections has
been increasing, which is terrific to see,” Reed said. “ … With
local [government] I’ve been
thrilled with the number of voters — it shows people are getting more active and you want

IS HERE

18-30 year olds

36%
Of South Dakota’s Millennial
population is registered to vote.

to see that as a mayor.”
Reed sees websites such as
Twitter as informing mediums
while he sees websites such as
Facebook as more for dialogues
to connect community members.
Despite attempts to get students to become more politically engaged, some students at
SDSU feel their opinion won’t
matter in the upcoming election.
“I’m not into politics so I
don’t know what’s going on,
so I feel like my vote would be
pointless because I would just
pick a random person,” said Allison Amelse, freshman unde-

seeing it and ties in that vision.”
About one quarter of this land will be reserved for Greek life housing. The rest of the
land will likely be used for the larger family
living space facilities, Wermedal said.
“That [current space’s] density is not a
good use … that corner is begging for something more,” Wermedal said.
Also according to Wermedal, there have
been a number of companies interested in
developing this space already. He hopes official assessments will be made by the end of
October for what will be developed.
Families living in the current one-story
facilities, 88 people total, are seeking affordable housing accompanied by low transportation costs to and from campus, Dunn said.
Replacing these living spaces is an “important step” to responding to campus needs.
“I think the family housing we have right
now is very dated and not very functional;
they’re not energy efficient, they’re 50 years
old, so I think there’s a real pragmatic part
of the decision,” Dunn said about expanding
and tearing down the old living spaces.
Alongside needed updates to living spaces, Wermedal and Dunn believe new living
spaces could improve the “curb appeal” to
this entrance to campus.
According to Dunn, the impressions that
campus entrances leave on prospective students and faculty is “very important” to the
university.
Pederson hopes this expansion will advance the SDSU Greek life community in
the right direction.
“We present a unified front if we’re all together,” Pederson said.

The number of registered Millennial voters
has increased by 1,000
since the 2014 midterm
election (104,000 to
105,000).
However, this isn’t a
positive statistic. Krebs
said this increase is
still one of the weakest
in the nation for 18- to
30-year- olds.
South Dakota’s
number of registered
Millennial voters is 10
percent less than the
national average.

cided major. “I have not heard
a single [political] thing from
anyone around, I don’t hear
anything on politics so I feel
like a lot of people don’t know
or care.”
Both local and state level officials are urging young people
to register and show up on voting day.
“Whether it be a new football field to potentially a state
income tax increase or decrease, … someone else makes
those decisions but it affects
you everyday,” Krebs said.
“They’re making decisions with
your money.”

VOTER
REGISTRATION 535,000
This year, Shantel
Krebs, South
Dakota secretary
of state, said
South Dakota
is at an all-time
high for voter
registration.
Since 2008
the number of
registered voters
has increased by
about 27,000.

I

VOTE

508,000

2016

Classifieds
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2/3

Of South
Dakotans
are
registered
voters.
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SA addresses gender-inclusivity
MAKENZIE HUBER
Managing Editor
The Students’ Association indefinitely postponed a resolution
supporting gender-inclusive
housing efforts at South Dakota
State at its Monday meeting.
The postponement of the
resolution, 16-04-R, means senators neither voted in favor nor
against the resolution. They did
not take a vote on the resolution.
Prior debate for the resolution showed a split between
senators’ positions on the matter.
Many community members
attended the meeting, including
the Honors Hall Government.
Honors Hall is where gender-neutral bathrooms are proposed to address inclusivity efforts and a shortage of male
bathrooms in the hall. It was
this proposal that sparked the
gender-inclusive housing efforts
resolution.
Toby Mallmann, the Honors Hall Government president,
represented the group. Mall-

mann presented survey results
from the hall government asking Honors residents’ opinions
on gender-neutral bathrooms.
The survey was split in responses between the second and
third floors of the hall. On second floor, 27 residents were
against gender-neutral bathrooms, 10 were neutral and
six residents were in favor. On
third floor, nine residents were
against it, 10 were neutral and
16 were for it.
After 16-04-R was tabled indefinitely, SA had its first reading of 16-05-R: SDSU Students’
Association support for inclusivity efforts by SDSU Residential Life.
16-05-R does not specifically
mention the proposal in Honors
Hall. Instead, it is a general resolution in support of inclusivity efforts, such as gender-neutral bathrooms, across campus
by Residential Life.
This resolution will be discussed at the next SA meeting
at 7 p.m. Monday, Oct. 31 in the
Lewis and Clark Room of The
Union.

5
with

Q: Why did you create a team?
A: I was a skeptic at first and then I was led off the side of the road.
I then also took something from the cemetery, and that is when
the haunting started. I was being haunted by a demon. After praying and getting help getting rid of the demon, I have decided that
I wanted to help rescue lost spirits and that’s where Spirit Rescue
came from. We are a remote team of 12 that have come together
through our traumatic experiences and faith.

minutes

Sierra Sky

Q: What are some of the specialties of the Spirit Rescuers?

Ghost Seekers, Madison, SD
TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor
Editor’s note: The “Five minutes with” series focuses
on a different person on. The
interviewer spends five minutes speaking with a person
each week to learn about
them, their specialty or
something they are passionate about.
Sierra Sky has almost
10 years of experience in
the field of spirit rescue and
clearings. She founded the
Spirit Rescuers in 2008. The
Spirit Rescuers are a team
built upon helping restless
spirits find peace.

A: Spirit Rescuers’ main focus is spirit rescue, though the team also
does Reiki, clearings and demonology intuitive, paranormal, attunements, light working and healing. We also help those that are being
haunted and spend time teaching clients what to do.

Q: Where have you traveled?
A: I have helped people all over the world, though some locations are Alaska, Pennsylvania and New Hampshire. I have assembled a team of individuals that have helped thousands of
people around the globe.

Q: Have you done any investigations on South Dakota
State University’s campus?
A: I have not been to South Dakota State University. I personally like to stay around the Madison area. I don’t do much traveling outside of Madison, but I do have a team around the world.
Though I just got done doing an investigation at Dakota State
University, and when the students leave for Christmas break I
will be going back and continuing my research.

Brookings Fear Asylum adds escape
room, fun to Halloween attraction
LIBBEY MILES
Reporter
The Fear Asylum, a haunted house entertaining the
Brookings community for
seven years, has another trick
up its sleeve.
In September, the attraction opened an escape room,
Escape the Fear Asylum: The
East Wing.
The company behind the
haunted house, Station 5 Productions, is getting in on this
nationwide trend.
Escape rooms can feature
any theme and are composed
of one or more rooms. Groups
of two to 10 people are locked
inside and have a set amount
of time to solve puzzles, clues
or props to escape. Some escape rooms give players hints
while others don’t.
The escape room trend
began in 2012, said Scott
Nicholson, a professor at Wilfrid Laurier University in
Ontario, Canada. Nicholson
wrote about the phenomenon
in his report, Peeking Behind
the Locked Door: A Survey of
Escape Room Facilities.

Stage 5 Productions
has spent $50,000 on the
first-ever escape room in
Brookings and company leaders are confident it will bring
in many people from across
the region. CEO Buck Burdick said they are expecting around 7,000 visitors this
year.
Individuals would normally have driven several
hours to see an attraction of
this caliber, according to Burdick.
Burdick spent a year traveling across the country visiting escape rooms to see what
works and what doesn’t. He
said it costs thousands of dollars in equipment and props
to offer a product that will
entice people to return.
“If I am going to bring
something to the country, I
am going to do it over the top
and do it right,” Burdick said.
According to Burdick’s
research, escape rooms are
designed for 70 percent of
groups to escape.
Although Burdick is leaving the details on his escape
room a surprise, he did share

some information about the
attraction.
Burdick’s escape room is
PG-13, meaning it’s too intense for young children. Up
to eight people are allowed in
the room at a time. To participate in the escape room,
people must book time slots
ahead of time on the Fear
Asylum website.
Players have up to an hour
to escape before evil Professor Sid gets back. They will
be trying to escape the spooky
environment by solving 12 to
15 puzzles or props.
Burdick’s escape room
is made up of four or five
rooms, unlike the majority
of escape rooms discussed in
Nicholson’s paper, which have
one or two rooms. Additionally, each of Burdick’s rooms
have a different theme.
Burdick and his staff advise SDSU students and locals to book their time slots
as soon as possible, because
they expect to be booked out
around Halloween time.
Burdick’s haunted house
is a staple in the area. It is
the number one haunted at-

traction in the state, according to the Brookings Chamber of Commerce.
“The attention Buck gives
his haunt is unlike anything you’ve seen. You truly
get sucked into the world of
the Fear Asylum,” said Katy
Brynn, and worked at the
Fear Asylum.
If this goes well, Burdick
said he is considering adding up to three escape rooms
with different themes to be
open year-round in Brookings.
So far, Burdick said the
buzz he is getting seems to be
positive.
“It was fun and challenging,” said Kristi League, a local who has been through the
escape room. “You really had
to think and you really had to
work together.”
League’s group escaped
in just under an hour. One
member emphasized her surprise at just how challenging
it was.
The attraction will be
open through Nov. 6 at 216
West Sixth St.

The Fear Asylum
What is it? The seventh season of the Fear Asylum haunted house by Station 5 Productions.
Who can go? This is a PG-13 event, mature teens and adults only.
Different packages are available.
Price:
Fear Asylum ticket: $16
VIP ticket (gets you to the front of the line + The Last Ride + a souvenir): $30
Package deal with Escape the Fear Asylum; the East Wing + Fear Asylum + The Last
Ride (a motion simulator): $38
Discounts are available by texting “FEAR” to 31996

Where?
When?

216 West 6th St., Brookings, SD, 57006.
Tickets are available through Nov. 6. The Fear Asylum is open on Fridays and Saturdays from 7 p.m. to midnight, and on select weekdays from 7 to 10 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS

More questions? Call (605) 690-0685 for more information, or visit http://www.fear-asylum.com

to

Katie
Gebauer
Senior Visual Editor

She was
recently
awarded
8th place in
individual
Pacemaker
Awards Design
of the Year
contest for
Special Section
Cover.

SDBOR
approves
Wellness Center
expansion
LAURA BUTTERBRODT
Reporter
It’s official: South Dakota Board of
Regents unanimously approved a
$14.4 million addition to the Wellness Center at their Oct. 5 meeting.
The Wellness Center expansion
is expected to break ground late in
the 2017 spring semester.
The expansion plans have been
in the works for about two years,
according to Doug Wermedal, associate vice president for Student Affairs. The student body has been requesting more space in the Wellness Center to accommodate for
more intramural courts and more
weight and cardio machines.
The expansion will add on to
the north side of the current facility, using some but not all of the
green space between the Wellness
Center and Coughlin Alumni Stadium.
The addition will bring a new
gymnasium court, a Multipurpose
Activity Court, two racquetball
courts, a small studio, more fitness
space, an Outdoor Programs space
and additional storage spaces.
There will also be a Student
Health Clinic remodel that will
bring the Jackrabbit Pharmacy to
the main lobby hallway and will
add more clinic rooms and counseling spaces.
The welcome desk will be relocated to a more central space between the new and old buildings.
Where the current desk is, conference rooms will be added so the
clinic can use more square footage.
Wermedal said the funding for
the expansion will come from the
students’ general activity fund, but
student tuition will not increase.
For each credit hour, students pay
$33.90 for their general activity
fee, and $4.50 of this money will be
used for the expansion.
Once ground has been broken,
Wermedal said the construction
will take about 18 months. He said
officials are hopeful the expansion
will lead to an increase in community memberships and greater usage of the facility overall.
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Editorial

“What is your
creepiest/
spookiest
experience on
campus?”

Issue:
The long hallways, dark spaces and emptiness of The
Union contribute to its overall creepiness.
Light gleams through the entrance
of The Union. Students bustle
while throwing smiles and slight
nods at one another as they enter
the gigantic building where students congregate daily.
But The Union has a side most
students don’t see — a side that
students should not wish to see.
Creepy, dark, unwelcome,
haunted.
As daylight diminishes, The
Union transforms into a maze of
long, dark hallways.
The few people in the building
hear unexplained noises, and mannequins watch every passerby, even
though they don’t have eyes or a
head.
We, at The Collegian, have experienced the “dark” side of The
Union during our long production
nights.
Each week the staff of The Collegian stays in The Union until 2 or
3 a.m. on production night.

Throughout the semester, each
staff member has encountered at
least one situation in the building
that makes them shiver remembering the experience.
A common occurrence for us is
seeing images out of the corner of
our eyes in the window panes of
the Multicultural Center.
Light reflects in the windows.
BOO! You think you see a ghost.
But no. It was just your reflection
playing a cruel joke on you. You
swear you can see your reflection
giggling as you continue your jaunt
down the hallway.
Even unexpected objects manifest creepy vibes.
One Collegian staff member recalled a time when the pop machine in Weary Wil’s began dispensing pop on its own.
No one touched it.
No one was near it.
At least no one she could see
was near it.

This instance made our staff
wonder why events like this occur. Yes, we realize that machines
are just machines, but why do
they have to malfunction at night
when everything becomes 10 times
creepier?
We, at The Collegian, firmly believe The Union is haunted.
One time a staff member went to
the bathroom, and we never heard
from him again.
We don’t know if he got lost,
taken or just transferred. But we’re
betting The Union claimed him as
its own.
The Union is creepy, but it has
one saving grace: automatic lights
in the staircases.
The next time you walk into
The Union, just remember the side
you see during the day is only one
of its many faces.
And you never know what could
happen at night...

“When I lived in Meadows, every
single day I felt like I was being
watched. Then I realized it was
just my fish.”

Naqiuddin Fuad

Sports, Park & Recreation
Management
Junior

Stance:

BE AFRAID. BE VERY, VERY AFRAID.
The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

Great races, faces for Senate and Representative seats
BENJAMIN HUMMEL
Columnist
The 2016 presidential race has monopolized
news headlines, leaving little airtime for the
elections that might have a larger impact on
voters: the elections of their local senators
and representatives.
South Dakota has traditionally been a
red state, but that has not stopped the constituency from electing democrats, who often do well in the House and Senate.
The seat up for grabs in the Senate is
filled by John Thune (former South Dakota
representative 1997-2003 and current majority chief deputy whip in the U.S. Senate).
Meanwhile, the sole House incumbent for
South Dakota’s at-large congressional district is Kristi Noem (South Dakota Representative, 2011 to present).
While incumbents generally have an
enormous advantage over their challengers,
their ability to provide examples of past political experience on both the regional and
national level creates much more credibil-

ity than a new name in the political circuit
could hope to possess. Despite the inherent
advantage of incumbents, many heads have
turned toward the Democratic opponents
Jay Williams (Senate) and Paula Hawks
(House of Representatives).
John Thune enjoys high approval ratings and voter turnout from his constituents. This is due to his work on the national
and local levels and avid involvement in his
committees, leaving Williams fighting an admirable uphill battle. However, where Sen.
Thune succeeds in his duties, current Rep.
Noem has reportedly been remiss in them,
leaving Hawks with ample ground to challenge her.
One topic that has generated conflict between the two is Noem’s departure from the
House Committee on Agriculture, which left
South Dakota without a voice in the committee for the first time since 1957.
This reasonably provoked concerns from
even the staunchest of Noem’s supporters
and turned their attention to the idealistic
Hawks.

Hawks has run an extremely effective series of townhall meetings throughout South
Dakota, providing people the answers they
need from a Democratic candidate in a
heavily conservative state. She promises increased cooperation with Washington D.C.,
saying South Dakota’s number one industry
should also be its top priority.
Hawks also asserts that Noem has been
largely negligent in her obligations to the
Native American community. In light of the
controversy over the pipeline in North Dakota, this accusation was well-timed and
pertinent to current political discourse.
If Hawks and Williams continue improving relations, and capitalizing on these key
aspects of South Dakota culture and economics, they are well on their way to what
will hopefully be a productive term in Congress.

Movie night
with Ian

Lack

Editor’s Note: The grading system used here is similar
to the 10-point scale used in SDSU courses.

GRADE: D
When the first “Jack Reacher” film was released, its audiences came out of the theater
and told others about watching the intriguing
mystery unfold.
There was a talented cast of characters to
support Tom Cruise as the lead with a plethora of plot twists that genuinely took audiences
by surprise.
Unfortunately, the newest “Jack Reacher”
movie has none of that.
“Jack Reacher: Never Go Back” has kept
only one of its lead characters, Jack Reacher (Tom Cruise), an ex-military investigator turned vigilante-type drifter exposing corruption wherever he finds it. After tipping off
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Landscape Architecture
Sophomore

Benjamin Hummel is an English and speech
& communications major at SDSU and can be
reached at benjamin.hummel@jacks.sdstate.edu.

“Never Go Back” a disappointing follow-up to great first film
Army Major Susan Turner to the exploitation
of undocumented immigrants, she invites him
to visit her in Washington D.C.
When he arrives at his old unit, he finds
that Turner has been arrested for accusations
of treason. After easily breaking Turner out of
the laughable high-security prison she’s being
held in, the two bring Reacher’s newly discovered teenage daughter into their protection.
The unlikely (and uninteresting) trio embarks on a hunt to uncover the truth about
military contractors they suspect are selling
military weapons in the Middle East.
Blah, blah, blah, you’ve seen this movie before.
At no point throughout the film did I feel
as if I could truly relate to Reacher, or his
struggles, both trying to solve the case and
etch out a path as a new father.
Possibly the most egregious aspect of this
film is its action sequences, looking as if they
were edited together in the back of a van at 90
mph.
Within the action of this film, the camera
work hinders visibility, the choreography is uninspired and the editing gives away the cheats

“The day after the clown
incident, I cycled back home
from Biostress. It was really
stressful!”

made on set.
To its credit, the film does attempt to introduce a few thought-stimulating topics. But it
produces no real results.
In one scene between Reacher and Turner, a silly argument breaks out. Turner surprisingly discusses how she was second-guessed
throughout her entire military career because
of her gender. However this conversation
around gender politics quickly becomes sidelined and forgotten.
The film also explores a narrative of veteran substance abuse. But again, this topic is introduced and brushed aside rather quickly.
This is a film that could have had new
ideas to offer and explore with audiences, but
one that drove its best concepts off a cliff.
At the end of the day, “Never Go Back”
holds the answer to the “Jack Reacher” film
franchise in its title.
This was yet another sequel that didn’t
need to happen.
Ian Lack is an advertising major at SDSU and
can be reached at ian.lack@jacks.sdstate.edu.
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“Walking from The Union to
the parking lot by Frost Arena is
certainly creepy, that’s for sure.”
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“One time, my professor didn’t
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no one knows why. Maybe they
disappeared ...”
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Business Economics
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Columnist defends alone time SDSU needs to be more bike friendly
RACHEL ASTLEFORD
Columnist
I’ve always been somewhat of an introvert.
Don’t get me wrong, I love spending time with friends and having fun
together. But my family and friends
also know there are days and nights I
want to myself. Even if I accomplish
nothing and just relax for a night, it’s
still a necessity for me once in awhile.
I feel as though there’s a stigma, especially in college, surrounding the
concept of “staying in.”
Some people may call you lame or
boring. Others might say you’re a party pooper.
Some nights, we stay in simply because we are swamped with homework
and projects. Other times, it might be
our bank account is shaking its head
at us.
However, there are days and nights
when we just want to be by ourselves.
There’s nothing wrong with that.
The truth is we all need time to
ourselves, and it’s not “lame” or “boring.”
Don’t feel bad about taking time for
yourself.
Sometimes it can be a huge stress
reliever. You can wear whatever you
want, eat whatever you want, watch
whatever you want and do whatever
you want.

What’s not to love?
I agree that having a good social life
is important. But I also believe having
alone time is just as important.
We sometimes spread ourselves too
thin by constantly surrounding ourselves with people. As a result, we’re
tired and unproductive. Alone time
can stop us from burning out because
it allows for self-reflection. This gives
us the exact refresher we need to get
on with our lives.
I’m just here to say that you’re not a
loser if you crave time for yourself.
It’s natural to want that.
Even the most famous celebrities
and social icons crave alone time as
much as we do.
You don’t always have to be seen in
order to be happy and fit in.
You don’t always have to be a social
butterfly to seem cool or popular.
The time you spend with others can
be full of laughter, a lot of talking and
social activities. But time to yourself
can be as “low-key” as you want it.
Just remember, it’s OK to be lowkey, and it’s OK to spend time alone.
Sometimes that’s exactly what your
soul needs.
Rachel Astleford is a nutrition & dietetics major at SDSU and can be reached at
rachel.astleford@jacks.sdstate.edu.

ALEX BOGER
Columnist
When you walk around South Dakota
State’s campus, all you can see are racks
and racks of bicycles outside of dorms.
Bikes are chained to every tree and sign
in sight, unused and forgotten.
That’s because the infrastructure of
SDSU and Brookings doesn’t properly
support the bicycling community in town,
deterring many from bicycling.
Bicycling is one of the healthiest and
most inexpensive ways to get around
town, and in a town as small as Brookings it can even function as a main form
of transportation for nine months of the
year.
Although Brookings has a relatively
large bicycling population, and many students do use a bike as their primary form
of transportation, Brookings currently
only has one bike lane on Eighth Street.
This leaves many people in town
scared to ride, fearing traffic collisions,
harassment from drivers and even getting
hit by the door of a car. Many bicyclists
in Brookings are afraid to even take their
children for a ride because they don’t feel
the roads are safe.
So what can be done to change this?
The first and easiest step for Brookings would be to expand bicycle parking.
Many bicyclists need to lock their
bikes to trees, fences and signs on campus, rather than to a bike rack due to lack

of space. Downtown Brookings also has a
severe lack of bicycle parking, leaving bicyclists with the same problem. Knowing
they have a place to safely lock up their
bike would encourage more people to bicycle.
But the biggest change would be for
Brookings to implement a bicycle lane expansion.
Not only do bike lanes make it safer
for bicyclists to ride, they also make traffic flow more smoothly. When bicyclists
don’t need to worry about hitting a door
or getting run over, they can move quicker. This also helps make traffic more efficient because drivers don’t have to wait
for bicyclists to navigate around parked
cars or other obstacles in the road.
An expansion of these bike lanes
along the main arterial roads of Brookings would allow a whole new audience of
bicyclists to access all of the great parks
and attractions the city has to offer. It
would also allow for more people to commute by bicycle, providing a more efficient and consistent route to work unaffected by traffic speeds.
Increasing infrastructure for bicyclists, whether they be enthusiasts or casual bikers out for a Sunday ride, will only
help Brookings become a healthier city to
live in.
Alex Boger is an agriculture & biosystems engineering graduate student and can be
reached at alex.boger@jacks.sdstate.edu.

Take it from me, being cool isn’t all it’s cracked up to be
ELIF GABB
Opinion Editor
I walk with a swagger.
I swing my shoulders with purpose,
looking like I own the place.
I talk loudly and proudly.
I am the center of attention in nearly every room I find myself in. I socialize
with ease — unafraid of talking to anyone I meet.
I am cool. I am cool. I am cool.
I have never been cool.
As a child, I never fit in anywhere.
I was too clever and too fat; either too
quiet or too loud; too boyish for the
girls, but too girly for the boys.
Up until college, I had very few
friends.
Home-schooled from 11 years old, I
had limited social interactions with people my own age. I spent the majority of
my time talking to adults — in all hones-

ty, people my own age bored me.
Perhaps that’s what changed everything for me at college.
I hadn’t behaved like a child in years.
I hadn’t felt like a teenager in a long
time. During freshman year, I acted older than my peers, garnering a certain
amount of respect from other freshmen
I met.
The English accent at a small-town
college didn’t hurt either.
Suddenly, everybody wanted to be
friends with me.
The girl who didn’t have any friends
for a long time was now wanted. Mostly as the token British friend, but still
wanted.
I knew everybody. Or, more aptly put,
everybody knew me.
And over the past two years, nothing
much has really changed about that. Everyone still knows me — I have a reputation that follows me around campus.

And yet, I still don’t feel cool.
I still feel like that little girl without
friends.
What I’ve come to realize is that “being cool” is merely an appearance.
I am the master of faking cool, so
that’s what I’m known as.
And to those of you who wish you
were cool, let me tell you that I’ve been
there, and none of it is real.
If you don’t feel cool now, you won’t
feel cool when you finally get there. You
might fake it, but you’ll never actually
make it.
And that’s nothing to do with you. It’s
simply because this general idea of what
constitutes a “cool” person isn’t real.
Everyone can think you’re the “cat’s
pajamas,” but if you don’t think it about
yourself, you’ve failed at your job.
But what is there to gain from being “cool?” I’ve been there, (as conceited
as that sounds), but what have I gained

from being “cool?”
Not much.
It really isn’t all it’s cracked up to be.
The close friends I’ve made here, the
ones who really know me, all know I’m
definitely not cool. They’ve seen my stupid dance moves, my ridiculous laugh
and my awful cry face. And they stayed
put.
They know that little girl who didn’t
have any friends. And those are the people that are going to last after my time at
SDSU is said and done — not the people
who think I’m cool, but the people who
think precisely the opposite.
So, don’t try to become something
you’re not when at college.
Really, don’t bother.
It won’t last.
Elif Gabb is the Opinion Editor for The
Collegian and can be reached at egabb@sdsucollegian.com.
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Filling a void:
ASL club
added at SDSU

Feature Photos:

DIANE DYKES
Reporter
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On Oct. 19, Miranda Meeker (left) was crowned the first-ever Mr. Homelycoming alongside the 2016 Ms. Homelycoming, Caleb Dirksen (right). MrMs Homelycoming is a annual pageant held during Hobo Week.

New minor offers on-site construction skills
PATRICK BOWDEN
Reporter

South Dakota State is addressing one
of the fastest growing sectors in engineering: heavy-highway construction,
according to South Dakota State faculty.
The new minor, officially launched
this fall, overlaps with civil engineering
and construction management majors
to cover a majority of the courses required for the minor.
While the minor applies more directly to a construction management
major, civil engineering majors will
learn to develop on-site and practical skills that are lacking in the civil engineering curriculum, said Suzette
Burckhard, assistant department head
for civil and environmental engineering.
“This goes through an asset of skills
that are needed when you’re confronted by a big construction project, which
takes into account developing common
sense, and you have to think differently and understand the entire planning process and the enormity of what
you’re doing and be able to work it at
that scale,” Burckhard said.
Although there aren’t any students
enrolled in the minor, Janet Merriman,
construction management instructor,
hopes more students will choose to enroll.
“They [civil engineers] have all the

material knowledge, so they just need
to get the equipment, the estimating and the planning and scheduling
[skills],” Merriman said. “It prepares
them to go out and be an entry-level project engineer for a company that
specializes in road and highway construction to dams and bridges.”
According to Merriman, SDSU was
recommended to have a specialization
in heavy-highway construction not only
from various employers, but also The
Beavers Heavy Engineering Construction Association.
This industry need stems from a
higher demand to have both structure
design and structure assembly knowledge, said Gary Johnson, owner of
Sioux Falls-based contractor A-G-E
Corp. and part-time CM-452, heavy
and highway estimating instructor.
“What it does is, it’s especially helpful for the civil engineering graduates
to have a CM minor, so they’ve also got
the management of it, and the workability of it to go along the design, theory and proving of it,” Johnson said.
Johnson said he was “instrumental” in securing a $50,000 scholarship
award from The Beavers Association
to the SDSU Foundation. This scholarship was awarded to SDSU in order to
stimulate the number of students graduating with construction management
majors and minors.
As a land grant university, SDSU’s
mission is to provide graduates with

necessary skills to be readily employed
as well as serve national and state-level
needs, Merriman said.
The current civil engineering curriculum prepares students with common-sense skills in design. This new
minor, however, focuses more on the
common-sense skills needed when
planning and building large structures
in real-life situations — not just ones
drawn on paper.
“The reason SDSU has a very labheavy curriculum is because they need
to learn the common sense of what
works and what doesn’t work,” Burckhard said. “This allows that option to
go in and get a better sense of the enormity of just what it is that you’re doing
… you’re trying to get across the skills
they need along with the ability to
work with a large construction project.”
With the United States continually building new structures and repairing old ones, Johnson said this minor puts SDSU on the cutting edge of
heavy-highway construction management paired with a civil engineering
major.
“Because those two combinations
together, as indicated earlier, too, give
someone a really rounded education
with potential experience, and that
puts them in the driver’s seat for a job,”
Johnson said.
With this minor, “there’s no shortages of good things that will happen to
you,” Johnson said.

Laughter rang out in the Honors Hall basement.
The members of the South Dakota State
American Sign Language club burst to
life. They laugh aloud at a joke referencing
common mistakes practicing the language.
Anyone who doesn’t understand ASL
may only see students laughing as they
hold their hands in front of their nose, but
the members understood it entirely differently — as though it were secret from others around them.
But Kelsey Westad doesn’t want it to be
a secret language. Westad, the club’s president and junior human biology major,
hopes to teach SDSU students the silent
language.
Westad started the club because she is
passionate about sign language, and it has
been a while since she was able to sign with
anyone. Since there are no classes for ASL,
she created the club to fill a void.
“I had experience using sign language
first hand,” Westad said. “I live in a really
large deaf community because we had the
Minnesota State Academy for the Deaf in
my hometown.”
During one of their most recent meetings, club members practiced and reviewed
how to sign different types of rooms, food,
drinks, colors and places.
The club is open to all students with an
interest in learning ASL and about the deaf
community.
Meetings take place the first and third
Wednesday each month at 8 p.m. in the
basement of Honors Hall. The club has a
Facebook page where they post reminders
before meetings and updates for members.
Since the club is every other week and
takes a few minutes for review before going
into the lesson, it gives everyone the chance
to be on the same page.
Westad hopes the club will gain momentum and grow. Both Westad and Zoe
Cosato, the club’s vice president, hope to
volunteer at the Boys and Girls Club next
semester to teach children sign language as
members become more comfortable with
signing.
Members of the club see learning ASL
as a benefit to their future. Becca Peick,
ASL club member and sophomore hospitality management major, said the club will
expand boundaries and help her learn new
things that haven’t been taught at SDSU.
“I know that I will have customers in
the future who will be deaf or hard of hearing, and I want to make them feel welcome
in my store,” Peick said. “Having an opportunity to be able to learn that now is definitely going to help me in the future.”
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Eyebrows: a major focus with new makeup trends
IAN LACK
Reporter
In today’s beauty trends, it’s all
about the brow.
Modern eyebrows can take on
many designs, but according to
Vogue, the popular style of the moment is a dark, full and noticeable
one. While various eyebrow beauty
ideals have existed for thousands of
years, never before has the hair on
top of a person’s eyes been something of such intense focus.
Shanna Robins has been a stylist at Carousel Beauty Salon for a
year but said she has been working
with hair and makeup most of her
life. In the past five years, she said
she’s noticed an explosion in the
makeup industry.
“When I used to go to WalMart in high school, there used to
be about five kinds of mascara and
a few kinds of eyeliner. Now, they
make 24 different colors for eyeliner,” Robins said. “It’s because of
people like Jaclyn Hill, people who
make a living doing makeup on
YouTube.”
Robins said social media websites like YouTube and Instagram
have encouraged people to imitate
the looks they see in online tutorials and in popular creative media.
Robins said this heightened focus
on makeup has carried eyebrow
augmentation into mainstream.

There are two reasons that people present themselves in a particular physical way in public, according to Meredith Redlin, South Dakota State sociology professor.
“There’s the ‘presentation-of-self ’ reason for presentation, where we present ourselves in
the way that we feel in a given day,”
Redlin said. “But then there’s the
‘performativity’ reason, where we
brand ourselves to make a statement and convince people that
we’re respectable.”
Redlin said people augment
their eyebrows for both reasons,
as a “presentation-of-self,” as well
as “performativity.” She said facial
makeup like eyebrow maintenance
is something that’s gendered, that
over the years, women have become expected to do.
“I’ve never done anything with
makeup or my eyebrows,” said
fifth-year health education major
Tom Peitz. “I think men sort of expect women to do things like that,
like eyebrow makeup. Guys don’t
because we’re more masculine and
things like that just aren’t really
considered masculine I guess.”
Women have shaped eyebrows
to get a desired color, shape and
arc to fit with the popular beauty
standards of the time. Vogue covered historical brow trends in a recent issue in June.
Historians confirmed Ancient

Egyptians, Greeks and Romans
enhanced their eyebrows using
paints, incense and other materials
available at the time.
As time progressed and modern American culture took shape,
it was movie actresses and pop culture icons that set different eyebrow trends when they defied
norms.
The 1980s saw both an emergence of second-wave feminism
and the rise of “the natural brow,”
an uncut, unmodified set of eyebrows. This was sharply contrasted
by the popularity of “the minimalist” look, a lean and sharp-looking
brow.
Vogue has called what many
fashion magazines refer to as today’s eyebrow trend “The Superhero.” This is considered a full and
bold brow with areas absent of hair
filled in with a dark shaded pencil. Actress Cara Delevingne is often credited with bringing this look
about.
Despite this trend, many people still experiment with other eyebrow looks. Sophomore interdisciplinary studies major Willow Cowherd said there are dozens of ways
to do eyebrows.
Cowherd began makeup styling
her freshman year of high school
and continued working with makeup at SDSU with the Theatre Department. So far she has assisted

Artist combines different mediums, pop culture
to speak through his art, educate students
BRIANNA SCHREURS
Reporter

work.
“My intent in the use of specific words are meant to guide the viewer to gain some kind of access to the
work and its [possible or multiple]
meanings,” Vargas said. “How ‘chafa’
resonates with an audience is entirely
up to them.”
Vargas arrived in August and
spent a month residency at South Dakota State University. He was hired by
the Stuart Artist-in-Residence Committee for the School of Design.
Working in the Ritz Gallery in

Grove Hall, he filled the studio with
his multi-media paintings which communicate his identity, culture and passions. According to Vargas, he limited
his art supplies to challenge himself.
“I wanted to see if I could pull it
off,” Vargas said. “I was happy with
the outcome, but I was not satisfied,
which is a good thing. I find it important to challenge yourself and
step out of your comfort zone from
time to time.”

Izel Vargas uses his art to explain the
unexplainable.
Vargas, the 2016 Stuart Artist-in-Residence, is a mixed-media
artist based in south Florida, originally from Alamo, Texas. The School of
Design held a reception from 4 to 6
p.m. Oct. 20 in Grove Hall where all
of Vargas’ completed artwork was displayed for visitors. The pieces ranged
Continued to A8
from multiple canvas works, to small,
one-canvas paintings.
His upbringing on the U.S./Mexico border plays a vital role in his
artwork, along with his love of pop
culture.
Scott Wallace, Stuart Artist-in-Residence Committee chair
member and School of Design professor, said the committee selected
Vargas because of his ability to communicate through art.
“We felt that it’s really important
for students to be exposed to artists who communicate their ideas
through visual artwork directly,”
Wallace said. “We [as faculty members] try to get students to communicate their ideas visually. That’s
something that is not that easy to
do, to make that step from process
to being an artist that communicates that aspect of a culture in visual artwork. Having an artist on campus for a month to do that is everything.”
Vargas incorporates his influences into collages using different mediums like drawing, painting and
stenciling.
“This year our focus was to select
an artist whose work was grounded in drawing. Because ... no matter
if you’re in an applied arts program,
or if you’re in a studio art program
as a student in the School of Design,
drawing is important,” Wallace said.
Often, Vargas will include a
Spanish word in his pieces. The use
of words is important in injecting
his culture into his work. The word
BRIANNA SCHREUERS• The Collegian
“chafa,” slang for cheap or crappy,
Izel Vargas, the 2016 Artist-in-Residence, draws inspiration from his upbringing to create mixed-media
was featured many times in Vargas’s pieces of art. A reception was held on Oct. 20 to display Vargas’ art.

with six different theatre productions.
“There are different eyebrow
styles for everyone’s face structure,”
Cowherd said. “The biggest changes that people make to their eyebrows are changes to how thick
they are, the length, darkness and
how high your arch is.”
The most common tools used
to make these changes are tweezers
to maintain brow shape, a brow
pencil to shade and add color and a
spoolie brush to even out hair. Willow said the spoolie brush, a soft
bristled wand, is often the most
important asset for eyebrow maintenance as it allows the user to fan
out eyebrows and blend shades.
Most eyebrows grow back after a few weeks. Robins said people
typically get their eyebrows done
at the same time they get their hair
done. A majority of these salon clients are women, but Robins said
the salon clientele is increasing in
males as beauty trends change.
Above all, it is important for everyone styling their eyebrows to
“own their own look.”
“It’s important that people
know that they don’t have to do
anything with their body for other
people,” Cowherd said. “Some people like different looks than you,
and you shouldn’t shame them for
that ever.”

English professor
figures out life one
poem at a time
PALAK BARMAIYA
Reporter
Christine Stewart-Nunez’s poetry ranges from
topics of lost love to her son’s epilepsy, creating
an outlet she uses to help “figure out life.”
Stewart-Nunez, an associate professor in
the English department, will be reading poems
from her new books “Bluewords Greening” and
“Untrussed.” The reading will be at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 27 in the Archives, Upper Level
of the Briggs Library.
According to Emmeline Elliott, library
operations manager at Briggs Library, such
events are organized to promote any local or
other artists who want to share their work.
“There is a particular draw from the English department, but the event is open to the
public as long as they can enjoy the cultural
and social value of the event,” Elliott said.
Stewart-Nunez teaches creative writing and
other literature classes, but she has also written
four poetry books, a few chapbooks (smaller
books of poetry) and award-winning essays.
“As a professor, I try to use different interests as a gateway to poetry,” Stewart-Nunez
said. “I can convert a lot of people to poetry not
by saying it’s poetry but by saying ‘you have this
interest here, apply it to this book of poetry.’”
There is a variety of inspiration for her book
“Untrussed,” Stewart-Nunez said.
“Mostly it’s reflections on desire, love and
broken relationships,” Stewart-Nunez said.
“Some relationships that I had, some places
that I have visited or friends’ relationships that
I learned about.”
Stewart-Nunez’s 10-year-old son has a rare
epilepsy syndrome that inspired her to write
“Bluewords Greening.”
“‘Bluewords’ came as a made up word that
I used to kind of play with — the idea, that
sometimes he [her son] can’t use language
and sometimes he makes up words of his own,”
Stewart-Nunez said.
The word “greening” comes from the Latin word “veriditas,” which means the power to
heal the soul or bloom.
The South Dakota Art Museum is also displaying Stewart-Nunez’s work, “Woman Working from Women: A Poetry Ekphrasis.” Poems
are displayed along with the paintings that inspired them. The exhibition runs during the
fall semester through Sunday, Dec. 4.
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Halloween Festivities

Through Vargas’ month here,
students have had the freedom to
walk into his studio to check out
what developments he has made on
his work. Monaya Hustoft, sophomore graphic design major, enjoyed
talking to Vargas about his art.
“When I talked to him, he said
he does a lot of painting the whole
canvas and putting stuff down and
then rip it up or use a sander,” Hustoft said. “[I learned] you can use
other methods of collage or painting
to create art.”
Hustoft’s favorite piece had “a
Jesus background with him holding
the heart.”
“It has a nice texture to it and
a good contrast with the pink and
the black,” Hustoft said. “It’s monochromatic with a splotch of pink. It
makes it pop.”
After his residency at SDSU,
Vargas will spend time at home in
Florida.
“I’ve never had such a warm welcome,” Vargas said. “SDSU was most
definitely a wonderful and friendly community. I am forever grateful
for the hospitality that the Brookings community has shown me.”

Calendar of Events

Friday, Oct. 28: Third-annual Halloween Extravaganza from 3
to 5 p.m. in the Enrollment Services Center
Friday through Sunday, Oct. 28 to 30: Second-annual Haunted Trail from 8 p.m. to midnight at McCrory Gardens
Saturday, Oct. 29: Haunted Hansen Trick-or-Treat from 5 to 6
p.m. in Hansen Hall
Saturday, Oct. 29: Zombie Walk from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. at
downtown Brookings. The costume contest will be at 11 p.m.
on the patio of The Wild Hare
Monday, Oct. 31: Trick-or-treating around campus

GRAPHIC BY BAILEY HILL• The Collegian

Monday, Oct. 31: Trick-or-treating on Main Street from 4 to 6
p.m.

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

You might be
wondering if the
vegetables in the
garden ahead are
cabbages or carrots,
but don’t waste time
puzzling over it,
Jackrabbit. Distract
yourself for now. You’ll
know soon enough.

Libra

Hop carefully when
it comes to conflict
between you and other
rabbits in the litter. Be
tactful and come up
with a plan — a peace
offering of carrots or
cabbages can work
wonders. The family
feud can be averted.

Taurus

Set the carrots aside
for now and spend
some time with your
Jackrabbit buddies.
But don’t splurge too
much on carrot juice.
You’ve been hoarding
your hobo dough for
too long to throw it all
away in one week.

Scorpio

You are probably
feeling very in control
of life in the rabbit den.
Now is the perfect time
to pursue personal
dreams, such as
starting a carrot juice
bar. Don’t be alarmed if
you run into obstacles.
You can hop over them.

Gemini

If you’re unhappy with
how far you’ve hopped
this semester, it may
be time to reevaluate
your options. Dig deep
and try to find the
motivation you need.
If there is none, maybe
this carrot patch isn’t
the right one.

Sagittarius

Take some time out
to hang around the
rabbit den and reflect.
Rabbit emotions can be
complicated and may
need some time to be
sorted out. Drink some
carrot juice, eat some
lettuce and chill during
the week ahead.

Cancer

Are you naturally good
at hopping to extreme
heights or running fast,
Jackrabbit? Now is
the time to enjoy and
showcase your talents.
Don’t hide them away
in the rabbit den. Other
rabbits are sure to
appreciate them, too.

Capricorn

Last week you may
have gotten into an
argument with another
rabbit from your litter.
Instead of letting
emotions get in the
way, focus on fact and
try to compromise over
a carrot. Holding onto
anger only hurts you.

Leo

Virgo

It may be time to
buckle down and get
serious when it comes
to your relationship
with a fellow
Jackrabbit. But before
doing so, make sure
your heart is where
the carrots are. If not,
move on.

You may be feeling
the urge to spend all
your hobo dough on a
whim. But try not to
do anything impulsive
when it comes to
finances. In fact, it
might be best to avoid
being a spontaneous
rabbit this week.

Aquarius

You may be jumping
for joy over your career
ambitions, Jackrabbit.
Joining a new club may
be beneficial to you and
open your eyes to all
different kinds of new
vegetables. Though you
have set goals, don’t be
afraid to explore.

Pisces

This week you may be
seeking more than just
tangible vegetables.
You may be seeking
“soul food.” Try to hop
out of the rut you are
stuck in and look for
new experiences. This
may help you in finding
what you seek.
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The Women’s basketball team looks to capture their first regular season conference title in two years. Their first game is against University of Minnesota Crookston in Frost Arena at 7 p.m. Oct. 27.
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Women’s basketball looks for conference title
Jacks have high hopes for the 2016-2017 season

CALEB CHRISTENSEN
Sports Reporter
The South Dakota State women’s basketball team is picked to win the Summit League title for the fifth-straight
season. The last two seasons the team
has won the Summit League Tournament, but has failed to win the regular
season title.
That’s one aspect Head Coach Aaron
Johnston, who is entering his 17th year,
hopes is different from last year.
“The last two years we have not won
the regular season conference title,
that’s a goal of ours to be regular season champs,” Johnston said. “I think the
team will be highly motivated to win
that this year.”
The Jacks went to the NCAA Tournament last year where they defeated the University of Miami 74-71 in the
first round before falling to Stanford
University 66-65.
The Jacks have a tough non-conference schedule this year once again
as they play at University of Louisville,
Oklahoma University, Wichita State
University and University of Northern
Iowa. Louisville and Oklahoma both
made the NCAA Tournament last year
and were ranked in the top 25 at the
end of the season.
“I think when you play top teams
like that it helps our players realize
there is really no difference,” Johnston

said. “Our players don’t have to take a
backseat to other teams or players, it
helps build the confidence of our players when we play against the big-named
schools or the players you hear about
on TV.”
The Jacks were the first team in
Summit League history to have their
starting lineup for the upcoming season
all earned preseason all-league honors.
“It’s a neat accomplishment to have
that awarded to us, they definitely deserve those awards. They will certainly be some of the five best players in the
league,” Johnston said. “But our conference graduated away a lot of really good
players last year. There will be a lot of
new faces and a lot of players deserving
of postseason awards because people
haven’t seen them perform yet.”
Junior point guard Macy Miller was
named the Summit League Preseason Player of the Year, according to a
poll conducted by the league’s coaches,
sports information directors and select
media. This would be the first time in
SDSU women’s basketball history that
they will have the Preseason Player of
the Year.
“Macy’s the kind of player that
makes everyone around her better.
When you have a player like that it
takes a lot of pressure off the team. It
allows everyone to play their own game
as well,” Johnston said. “She’s gotten a
lot better at finding the open player for

the shot or rebounding for the team,
she has worked hard in the offense to
bring new things to her game.”
The Jackrabbits return 10 players
from last year’s team, among those returning is sophomore Madison Guebert, who was the Summit League
Freshman of the Year last season and
was also named to All-Summit League
Newcomer Team. She was the first
SDSU player to win Freshman of the
Year.
“Honestly no one can predict how
the season’s going to go, but I have been
working pretty hard on my threes and
other aspects of my game so I hope I
can lead the Summit again in threes,”
Guebert said. “If my teammates didn’t
screen and pass the ball as well as they
do, none of this would be possible for
me.”
Guebert set the Jacks freshman record for three pointers with 83, ranked
third in three-point field goal percentage and ranked third in three-pointers. She also led the Summit League in
three-pointers made last year with 44.
She was named to The Summit League
Preseason Second Team.
“Any given night anyone could step
up and lead the team, I’m glad I was
able to do it a couple times last year,”
Guebert said. “That’s what I think is the
key to this year’s team, if teams start
to play me tight I know I can pass it to
anyone on my team and trust they will

Jacks stay hot on Hobo Day
TRENTON ABREGO
Sports Reporter
The No. 7 South Dakota State
Jackrabbits are atop the Missouri Valley Conference after
coming off a 24-10 win over the
previously No. 12 Youngstown
State Penguins. The Jacks are
now 5-2 on the season and are
in first place in the conference.
The Jackrabbits will look
to make five-straight wins as
they travel to Normal, Illinois,
for a showdown with the Illinois State Redbirds, who come
into the game with a record of
3-5, and have lost five of their
last six.
In the Hobo Day game
against Youngstown State, the
Jackrabbits ran out to a 14-0
lead and never looked back.
Junior tight end Dallas
Goedert caught a 61-yard pass
on the first play of scrimmage
to set up a two-yard rushing
touchdown from junior running
back Brady Mengarelli. Freshman linebacker Christian Rozeboom intercepted a pass and returned it to the four-yard line to
set up a touchdown pass from
sophomore quarterback Taryn
Christion to senior wide receiver Connor Landberg.
“It was a tremendous start,
take the points any way you get
them,” Stiegelmeier said. “It
seemed easy, but Youngstown

State is a good football team.”
A new school record of
17,730 people attended the
game at Dana J. Dykhouse Stadium.
“It’s tremendous and it
was homecoming, so you hope
you get some people back,”
Stiegelmeier said on his radio
show.
In the win over the Penguins, the Jackrabbits outrushed the top-rushing team
in the Missouri Valley Football
Conference and scored the very
first rushing touchdown of the
year against the stout defense.

The offensive line performed
particularly well against the
Penguins, only allowing them to
get to Taryn Christion twice for
sacks.
“Our offensive line is playing phenomenally,” Stiegelmeier said.
The defense continued their
impressive form with six sacks
against Youngstown State. They
also only gave up 311 total yards
of offense and caused two turnovers.

Continued to B2
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Taryn Christion throws a pass during the Hobo Day game against Youngstown State.
The Jacks take on Illinois State in Normal, Illinois, Oct. 29 at 2 p.m.

make the play.”
Junior center Clarissa Ober is another one of the players back for the
Jacks this year. Ober is one of three seniors on this year’s team.
“We all have high expectations
for this year. We have such high team
chemistry and we believe we can go
even farther than we did last year,” Ober
said. “Only losing to Stanford by onepoint last year was tough, but we know
we can go even farther this year. We’ve
just got to believe in ourselves and
make it come true.”
Ober was the 2016 Summit League
Defensive Player of the Year and ranks
third in career blocks with 127 and
blocks per game with 1.27.
“Playing these big name teams like
Louisville and Oklahoma this year
will help us get prepared for conference play,” Ober said. “We get to play
against teams with different styles and
sometimes their wing players are three
to four inches taller than ours. That
will help us so we aren’t afraid to play
against bigger wings and bigger guards
in conference play.”
The Jackrabbits open their season this Thursday with an exhibition against University of Minnesota
Crookston in Frost Arena at 7 p.m. The
Jacks open up their regular season play
against the University of Montana in
the Hawkeye Challenge Nov. 19 in Iowa
City, Iowa.

Residence Hall offers
game cleaning space
MARK SANDQUIST
Sports Reporter
After a great hunt on a cool
October morning, it was time
for Cameron Sundmark to
clean his birds in Hansen Hall’s
wild game cleaning room, a facility available to students and
unique to Hansen.
Sundmark, senior wildlife and fisheries science major, has used the facility for
cleaning birds throughout his
years at South Dakota State.
He isn’t the only one, though,
who brings harvested game to
the basement of Hansen Hall
during the fall.
“I see lots of ducks and
pheasants, with a handful of
fish this time of year,” said Meila Miller, building manager of
Hansen Hall.
The cleaning room’s freezer houses an assortment of
wild game through the end of
the school year. Along with the
large chest freezer, the room
offers a stainless steel cleaning table, hose, trash can and
rags for cleanup — all of which
make processing wild game
more manageable.
Miller said that since the
room is available to all SDSU
students and can see moderate

use, cleanliness is a top priority. Janitorial staff disinfect the
room daily, but cleanliness relies heavily on users.
Cody Burggraff, residence
hall director at Hansen Hall, is
impressed with how well students maintain a sanitary environment.
“The residents have been
doing a nice job keeping the
room clean,” Burggraff said.
“We will continue to offer it
here as long as students don’t
abuse their privileges.”
Entrance to the room is by
key only, which can be rented
by SDSU students at the hall’s
front desk.
Since the start of the school
year, Hansen’s wild game room
has been used once every four
days on average. Although
these numbers don’t seem high,
Miller believes that use will
pick up as the fall continues.
“Students seem to use it a
lot during the fall hunting season,” Miller said. “There really isn’t too much use during the
spring.”
Other schools have also created a facility like this is for
students.

Continued to B2
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Four Youngstown State defenders try to take down Jacks tight end Dallas Goedert on Oct. 22 in the Hobo Day Game at Dana J. Dykhouse Stadium. The Jacks won the game 24-10 and will be at home again on Nov. 5
against Missouri State at 2 p.m.

>> FOOTBALL
Continued from B1
After the big win, Stiegelmeier celebrated with his players by dancing in the
locker room.
“That was a weak moment,”
Stiegelmeier said with a laugh. “But I
hope to do more this week.”
Now, it’s on to Illinois State. It will be
much the same as the prior matchups this
season when the Jackrabbits played some
of the best defenses the Missouri Conference has to offer. The Redbirds have the

second-best pass defense in the MVFC.
The Jackrabbits will look to get their
tandem of Goedert and junior wide receiver Jake Wieneke going again as
Wieneke was held in check with five
catches and 33 yards against Youngstown
State. Goedert was held without a touchdown in a game for the first time this season, but had six receptions and 108 yards.
Mengarelli scored his first touchdown
of the year against the Penguins and
will look to keep that momentum going
against the Redbirds.
The Jackrabbits will look to continue
their improvements on defense and shut

down the Redbirds, who have the lowest
scoring offense in the conference.
Sophomore quarterback Jake Kolbe
leads the Redbirds offense and averages 230 yards per game in the air for the
Redbirds.
Anthony Warrum, senior wide receiver for Illinois State, averages 78 yards per
game and also averages four receptions
per game.
While the Redbirds offense is only averaging 22.8 points per game, the defense
is giving up 23 points per game.
The defensive line for the Redbirds
is led by junior defensive linemen Adam

Conley, Dalton Keene and sophomore
Matt Swaine.
Senior linebackers Alejandro Rivera,
B.J. Bello and Brent Spack lead the Redbirds in tackles.
Illinois State has defeated an FBS opponent this year, as they beat Northwestern Wildcats by a score of 9-7.
Junior defensive lineman Kellen
Soulek, the Yankton native, won Missouri
Valley Defensive Player of the Week honors as he had two sacks, five tackles and a
broken-up pass.

Best Summit League soccer defense uses unique strategy
HANNAH NIEMAN
Sports Reporter

ABBY FULLENKAMP• The Collegian

McKenzie Wolf heads the ball Oct. 23. The Jacks won 2-0 over Denver University, holding onto the first-place spot in the conference.

The South Dakota State soccer
team has proven why they arguably have the best defense in the
Summit League conference.
The two-time defending
Summit League tournament
champions have posted eight
shutouts this season and currently rank 26th of 329 teams in
the nation in goals-against-average with 0.68.
After losing three of their
four starting backs from last
year, the Jacks have relied on a
mixture of experience and newness on defense this season.
Senior Ashley Adams, a fouryear starter for the Jacks, currently ranks No. 1 in SDSU history in minutes played with
6,650.
Senior Lindsee Larson ranks
third on the team in minutes
played this season with 1,355
and was also named the Summit
League Defensive Player of the
Week in September.
Redshirt junior McKenzie
Wolf has worked her way back
into the starting lineup after facing injuries, starting the last
eight games.
“Between Lindsee, Ashley
and McKenzie, they’ve seen everything,” Head Coach Lang
Wedemeyer said. “They’ve been
in conference championship
games, they’ve dealt with injuries, frustrations, they’ve dealt
with hard losses and great wins
and I think those experiences have really helped them kind
of come together and lead that
backline.”

Freshman Alexa Hepner has
also stepped up to aid the upperclassmen on defense, starting all
17 of SDSU’s games this season
and leading the team in minutes
played with 1,530.
In the goal, the Jacks have
done something a little out of
the ordinary for college soccer.
Rather than having one goalie
play an entire game, senior goalkeeper Nicole Inskeep and redshirt freshman goalkeeper Maggie Smither have split halves
each game.
“It’s definitely different,”
Smither said. “I mean, I don’t
know a lot of teams that do it,
but we definitely make it work.”
Inskeep has played a crucial role in the net the last four
seasons. This season, she is second in the Summit League in
goals-against-average with 1.02
and has allowed 10 goals this
season, which is third in the
league.
Smither leads the Summit
League in save percentage with
.938 and goals-against-average
with .26. The freshman has allowed only two goals, which also
leads the league, and was named
the Summit League Defensive
Player of the Week in early September.
Wedemeyer said both goalkeepers were playing at a very
high level and he wanted to reward them by giving both goalies
the opportunity to play.
“Nicole has been very good
for us, obviously she’s won a couple tournament championships
for us in her career and has continued to play well and very
steady for us,” Wedemeyer said.

>> CLEANING ROOM
Continued from B1
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Annie Williams blocks Denver University’s Lilly Mcswain from the ball Oct. 23. The Jacks play their final game of the season
against IUPUI Friday, Oct. 28 at 6 p.m. at Fishback Soccer Park.

Bemidji State University, located in northern Minnesota,
offers a 12-by-12 foot wild game
cleaning room similar to SDSU.
Paul Ekhoff, residential facilities supervisor at BSU, said
their cleaning room, which is located in the same building that
houses both the campus’ main
dining hall and public safety offices, is used by about five people each day during the fall.
“The other day there were
four people in one hour that
were in there cleaning birds,
and as we get into the ice fishing season, it should fill up even
more,” Ekhoff said.
BSU’s room can be accessed
by all students, and is available
for use 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
Another feature of the cleaning room at Bemidji State is
how they maintain sanitation.
Instead of offering a chest freezer for students to store meat
and a trash can to dispose of
waste, BSU requires students to
take game meat with them and

“Maggie is a player that came in
last year and really took a year
to learn our system, to grow, to
get stronger and understand the
game more. She’s just thrived
this year from her hard work and
from Nicole’s tutelage.”
Though this type of
time-sharing is uncommon, Inskeep said splitting time is paying off for both players.
“It’s been good in that we’re
both tuned in during every minute of every game,” Inskeep said.
“Whereas in the past with sharing time and playing a whole
game on Friday and sitting out
on Sunday, it’s kind of easy to
tune out on Sunday. Splitting
halves really keeps us at our peak
for every game, whether we’re
sitting on the bench or we’re the
one in goal.”
Adams said she sees the
growth of her teammates in
practice as well.
“I feel like this year is the
most we’ve ever had the goalies
pushing each other,” Adams said.
“So every day Maggie gets better because Nicole is pushing her
and vice versa.”
Wedemeyer credits much of
his team’s success to the chemistry they show both on and off
the field.
“They all play for one another
and are very much a ‘team first’
mentality, which allows them to
work that much harder for each
other,” Wedemeyer said.
The Jacks will wrap up the
regular season against IUPUI
at 6 p.m. on Friday at Fishback
Soccer Park.

place the waste into a bag in the
freezer.
Randy Tisdell, a lead general maintenance worker at Bemidji State for more than 30 years,
said that in the past they allowed entrails to be disposed of
in the trash, but they soon realized their new system was more
advantageous.
“On a Monday morning
when you come in after a long
weekend, the stuff gets pretty
ripe,” Tisdell said. “It’s imperative that we have a freezer, especially during warm weather.”
Although there are differences between the cleaning
rooms at SDSU and BSU, both
are well received by students.
“I’ve heard people say it’s a
lot nicer to use the room than to
clean birds on the back of their
trucks,” Miller said.
After finishing up, Sundmark put his ducks into a bag,
labeled them, and placed them
in the freezer. This won’t be the
last time he will be using the facility this fall.
“If I get a deer with my bow
this year… I’ll probably be back
in the Hansen cleaning room.”
Sundmark said.
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KELLEN
SOULEK
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
Soulek had five tackles
and a team-high two sacks
this past week against
Youngstown State in the
Hobo Day game.
The two sacks tied
Soulek’s career-high and
were part of six total sacks
against the Penguins.
This performance earned
him the Missouri Valley
Football Conference
Defensive Player of the
Week.
Soulek has a team-high
four total sacks on the
season and five tackles for
a loss.

GOJACKS.COM

Year: Junior
Hometown: Britton,
South Dakota
Major: Sports, park and
recreation management
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Ashley Beaner spikes the ball against Denver University on Friday, Oct. 21. The Jacks play at home against Oral Roberts
University on Friday, Oct. 28 at 7 p.m.

FANTASY FOOTBALL
By CURTIS SAGER
I do not think I could have experienced a worse Sunday than this past week. Coming off of a fantastic week that finished with Hobo
Day, I went into Sunday with high spirits. Then the Vikings got embarrassed by the Eagles, and I went 1-3 in my leagues with the
only win coming in my least important league. Let’s just say I am looking forward to moving on and forgetting about what happened.

Players who exceeded expectations:
TYROD TAYLOR

JAY AJAYI

DAVANTE ADAMS

NEW YORK GIANTS

Quarterback
Buffalo Bills

Running Back
Miami Dolphins

Wide Receiver
Green Bay Packers

Defense/Special Teams

Taylor has strung together a handful of
great games this year, and if it wasn’t for
that abysmal week one, he would be a top
10 fantasy quarterback. This past week
he put up 221 yards passing, 35 rushing yards, one passing touchdown and
one rushing touchdown, making him the
fourth highest scoring fantasy quarterback this week.
In all honesty, the real reason Taylor
gets this spot in the column is his amazing
play-action touchdown run. If you haven’t
seen it yet, look it up and be amazed.

Oh my golly, Jay Ajayi cannot be human. Back to back 200-plus yard
games and averaging 30.15 fantasy
points per game his past two games.
After hearing the sad news that Arian Foster is officially retiring, I am glad
to see his replacement in Miami is excelling. If you are lucky enough to have
Ajayi on your team, congratulations on
the couple of easy victories, and sorry
he is on a bye this upcoming week.

I will single Adams out for a moment,
but we really need to give props to a few
other Green Bay receivers. Adams caught
13 passes for 132 yards and two touchdowns. By any standard, that is an impressive day.
The more impressive feat is the fact
that three Packers receivers caught 10
or more passes — Adams, Randall Cobb
and Ty Montgomery (who was also their
starting running back). All those catches and their “best” receiver, Jordy Nelson,
caught only one for nine yards.

Maybe the $200 million the Giants spent
on revamping their defense is finally paying off.
The Giants scored an astounding 18.5
fantasy points this week, outscoring all
tight-ends and kickers in the league.
Then again, they might have just
been fortunate to be playing an awful
Case Keenum, who I recently praised.
The Giants intercepted Keenum four
times, and scored one defensive touchdown. I guess sometimes it is better to be
lucky than good.

Who to watch for next week:
KIRK COUSINS

ZACH ZENNER

BRANDON LAFELL

JACK DOYLE

Quarterback
Washington Redskins

Running Back
Detroit Lions

Wide Receiver
Cincinnati Bengals

Tight End
Indianapolis Colts

Cousins had a lot of hype coming into
this year. I personally had him somewhere between my fifth and eighth best
quarterback. He struggled early in the
season, but things seem to be looking up
for him as of late.
He is owned in 72 percent of leagues
but only being started in 40 percent. The
Redskins are playing the Bengals this
week, who have given up the sixth most
points to opposing quarterbacks, so I expect all Cousins owners to play him this
week.

Bear with me for just a minute. This is a
little bit of a long shot, but he is 100 percent worth mentioning here. Obviously he is enticing mainly because he is both
an SDSU Alumnus and immortal, but he
is also being a productive and legitimate
running back for the depleted Lions backfield.
Zenner is averaging 8.3 fantasy points
per game over the last two weeks and playing the Texans this week, who have given
up the tenth most points to opposing running backs. There are better options out
there, but I can honestly say that he is a legitimate add this week in deeper leagues.

LaFell is the number two receiver in
Cincinnati behind the astonishing A.J.
Green. However, over the past three
weeks, LaFell has scored four touchdowns
while A.J. Green has only scored three
touchdowns all season. What’s more, the
Bengals are playing the Redskins this
week with their number one cornerback,
Josh Norman, questionable to play with
a concussion. This means LaFell could be
matched up with their number three cornerback. Oh, and by the way, he is owned
in 12 percent of leagues; you can’t make
this stuff up people — go claim him now!

This has been the weirdest year ever for
tight ends. Most people would assume
Dwayne Allen would be a top-five tight
end playing for the Colts, but injuries have
made him replaceable this year. Jack Doyle
is the third best tight end through seven weeks, and all signs are pointing to
him staying there. Week one he was great;
weeks two through five he was worthless; and weeks six and seven he was great
again.
The hope is he gains some consistency
in coming weeks so people can confidently
play him. He is only owned in 15 percent of
leagues, so I suggest you pick him up.

That’s it for this week. I am tired, stressed and ready for the semester to be over. Thankfully, I get to watch the Vikings pound the Bears
on Monday night live from Cubby’s. If you need me for fantasy advice, you can find me on Twitter @GoodFntsyAdvice.
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Nicole Inskeep makes a goal kick during the Oct. 23 game against Denver University. The Jacks will recognize their senior players in
their final home game on Friday, Oct. 28 at 6 p.m. against IUPUI.
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Nazya Thies goes to spike the ball during the game against Denver University on Oct.
21. The Jacks play again on Oct. 28 at 7 p.m. against Oral Roberts University.

Volleyball
The South Dakota State volleyball team lost both games this
past weekend, falling to Denver University Friday Oct. 21 at
home and on the road Sunday
Oct. 23 against IUPUI.
The Jacks lost both games
by scores of three sets to none.
With these losses the Jacks fell
to 3-19 overall on the season
and 2-8 in the Summit League.
Senior Ashley Beaner led
the team on offense in both
games with 14 kills against
Denver and 13 against IUPUI.
Junior Ellie Benson racked

up 16 digs against Denver and
eight against IUPUI.
The Jacks will play against
Oral Roberts University Friday
in Frost Arena at 7 p.m. before traveling to Sioux Falls on
Sunday to play Fort Wayne at 1
p.m. at the Sanford Pentagon.
This will be their “Dig Pink”
game. SDSU will be wearing pink jerseys, which will be
auctioned off after the match
to benefit the Edith Sanford
Breast Center.

UP NEXT: Oral Roberts, Friday 7 p.m., Frost Arena

Cross Country

Soccer

The SDSU men’s and women’s cross country teams will
be participating in the Summit
League Championship in Macomb, Illinois Saturday, Oct.
29 at noon.
Both the men and women have placed in the top three
in the team results in three of
their five races this year.
The men are led by senior
Joel Reichow who has the second fastest 8K time this season
in the Summit League. Senior
Brenden Sage and freshman
Micah Mather have the eighth
and ninth fastest 6K times.
The women are led by sophomores Emily Donnay and Rachel King. Donnay has the fastest 8K time and King has the
second fastest.

The SDSU soccer team went
1-1 this past weekend. They
learned on Monday afternoon
they have clinched a spot in the
Summit League Tournament in
Fargo, North Dakota Nov. 3.
The Jacks fell Friday Oct. 21
on the road against University
of Nebraska-Omaha by a score
of 1-0. This was the fourth time
the team has been shutout this
season, but was the first time
in Summit League play.
SDSU bounced back Sunday Oct. 23 as they defeated
Denver University 2-0, improving the Jacks’ overall record
to 10-6-1 and their Summit
League record to 5-2. Juniors
Nicole Hatcher and Tori Poole
each had a goal in the win. It

UP NEXT: Denver, Friday 6 p.m., Fishback Soccer Park

Golf
The Jackrabbit men’s golf team
finished 10th in their final
tournament of the season at
the FGCU Classic on Tuesday.
The tournament was held at
the Old Corkscrew Golf Club
in Estero, Florida.
Eastern Kentucky University won the 16-team tourna-
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was Hatcher’s sixth goal on the
season and Poole’s fifth.
The Jacks are in first place
in the Summit League with 15
points. North Dakota State is
in second place with 13 points.
The Jacks will take on IUPUI at home on Friday Oct.
28 at 6 p.m. at Fishback Soccer Park. This will be their final
game and, if they win, they will
clinch their third-straight regular season title and will have
the number one seed in the
Summit League Tournament.
The Jacks have won the Summit League Tournament the
past two seasons and have received NCAA Tournament
berths as well.

ment with a final score of 888.
The Jacks finished with a score
of 935.
Freshman Alejandro Restrepo led SDSU and tied for
23rd after shooting a 229.
Sophomore Alejandro Perazzo
tied for 34th and senior Grant
Smith tied for 46th, shooting

232 and 236 respectively.
Sophomore Jaxon Lynn and
junior Michael Duch rounded
out the Jacks competitors by
tying for 65th and 80th.
The Jacks will not play
again until they start their
spring season in January.

